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AGREEMENT made by and between the SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF
THE CANANDAIGUA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT; hereinafter referred to as the
SUPERINTENDENT, and the CANANDAIG1JA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION of
Cananda.igua, New York, hereinafter referred to as the ASSOCIATION:
I. RECO(3NITION
The Canandaigua City School District hereby recognizes the Canandaigua Teachers'
Association as the exclusive negotiating repres.entative for all certified instructional
personnel employed by the District including Teaching Assistants, Certified
Occupational Therapist Assistants, Occupational and Physical Therapists, but excluding
Principals, Assis.\3nt Principals, Directors, Assistant Directors, Assistant
Superintendents, Business Official, Teachers on Special Assignments fulfining
administrative internships, Substitute Teachers hired for less than a fun year, and other
casual and teInporary employees.
II. TERM OF t~GREEMENT
This Agreement shan be effective as of July 1, 2000, and shall continue in force and
effect through June 30, 2003. .
III. NOTIFIICATION
The Association agrees to notify the District by June 30, of the Association officers for
the coming school year. The Association win immediately notify the District of any
changes in leadership during the school year.
IV. DISTRIBUTION OF AGREEMENT
The administration will detennine the total amount of cost for the preparation of the
copies of the agreement to be distributed to staff along with the additional 40 copies for
the A~sociation and 60 copies for use by the district. The cost will be equally shared by
both groups. The administration will distribute the contract to staff members new to the
district at time of hire.
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v. Sj~VINGS CLAUSE
If any provisions of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any teacher
or group of teachers shan be found cOfltrary to law, then such provision or application
shall not be deemed vahd and subsistiilg except to the extent permitted by law, but all
other provisions or apphcations of the ;Agreement shaH continue in full force and effect.
VI. EFFECT iON FUTURE CHANGES.
I
I
Before the Board adopts a change in p0licy which affects wages, hours, or any other
condition of employment which is not [covered by the terms of this Agreement and
which has not been proposed by the ASsociation, the Superintendent will notify the
Association in writing that the Board i~ considering such a change. The Association
wi]] then have tIle right to negotiate sueh items with the Superintendent, provided that it
files such a request with the Superintendent within 10 working days after receipt of said
notice.
VII.
I DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this Agreement, the tefID "Primary/Elementary teacher" shall refer to an
teachers grade K-5. The term "Middle:School teacher" shall refer to all teachers grades
6-8. The term "Academy teacher" shaMrefer to an teachers grades 9-12. It is
recognized that grade 6 teachers, by certification status, continue to be Elementary
teachers and where their status differs from other Middle School teachers, this will be so
noted in this contract.
VIII. : WORK YEAR
I
I
A. The 2000-2001, 2001-2002, and 2002-2003 calendar years shan consist of 186
days.
B. Calendars will be developed by the Board of Education with input and suggestions
from the Association. .
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C. Parent Conference Days
The District and the Association encourage teachers to establish close working
relations with parents. To that end, the D:istrict wi]] support parent conferences
in the fo11owingways:
1. Afternoon conferences with half-day release time
2. Evening conferences with half-day release time
3. Conferences by appointment with compensation outside the school day
(evenings, Saturdays, holidays)
4. Conferences during the school day by mutual agreement with coverage
5. Other methods of conferencing as approved by the Superintendent
When conferences are coupled with half-day release time, children will be
dislnissed by ]2:00 Noon. Request for half-days for conference purposes will be
submitted to the Superintendent by April 1 of the preceding year. The
Superintendent may approve up to three half-day conference days in the fall and in
the spring.
Participation in conference opportunities other than those referenced in
subparagraph C (] & 2) is optional. When teachers do participate, they will be
reimbursed at the professional rate. Teachers should attempt to schedule five
conferences per two-hour period. Teachers shall receive no less than one full hour
of compensation if they return to school f()r a scheduled conference.
When such days are scheduled, the School District wi]] ensure that the teachers
have access to the Main Office which will be staffed.
Teachers desiring to be reimbursed for evening conferences shall submit a request
to the Building Principal in advance. The Principal will approve the request if the
building is open and secure and the request is for multiple initial conferences. The
Principal may approve conference reimbursement for other conferences at hislher
discretion. Multiple evening conferences (three or more conferences) will be
reimbursed if scheduled to begin by or after 4:00 p.m.
Secondary teachers and/or teams of teach~~rsmay submit requests for compensated
conferences to the building principal. Half-day release time for students 7-12 will
be approved by the Superintendent of Schools in consultation with CTA President.
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E.
D. Superintendents' Conference Days
At least one Superintendent's Conference Day per year may be planned and
implemented by building faculties. The date chosen for the Conference Day will
be district-wide. The Conference must meet the State Education Department
regulations for a Superintendent's Conference Day. Other release time may be
provided for staff development pfanning purposes with the approval of the
Superintendent of Schools. I
I
In the event that emergency conditions force the closing of schools and
instructional days are thereby red~Jcedto fewer than 181 days, the Canandaigua
Teachers' Association and the Superintendent shaH participate in setting the
specific dates to be used for instn;lction in order to bring the total up to 181 days.
P. In the eventithe District meets the State's 180-day requirement at least two (2) days
before the last day of school, the last two days of school may be half-days for the
Primary, Elementary, and Middle School students at the discretion of the
Superintendent.
G. All the work listed on the checklist for teachers by the appropriate principal shall
be completed by the final day of the Regents Examination period.
IX. WORK DAY
A. The work day for teachers shall be 7 hours and 30 minutes in length and shall not
commence prior to 7:30 A.M. and shall not end after 3:30 P.M.
I
B.
I
Subject to Article VI (Effect on P:uture Changes) the Superintendent shall have the
right to change the work day in th:evarious schools provided the number of
working hours for teachers is not 'increased. In addition, a building principal may,
with the consent of the individual teacher, adjust beginning and ending times for
that individual teacher, but in no (;ase, may the total number of hours be increased
over those set forth above.
c. Notwithstanding, the foregoing te,achers may work beyond the regular school day
in order to work with students who require assistance or to meet with parents. It is
I
further understood that the hours established above do not preclude the scheduling
of faculty meetings. General factllty meetings shall begin as soon as possible after
the students are dismissed from school, will be limited to a maximum duration of
one and one-half hours and will npt exceed ten (10) per year.
I
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D. Teachers sha1l not be assigned teaching, supervisory or chaperone duties outside
the regular school hours except on a voluntary basis or if such duties-are a part of a
co-cunicular assignment which an individual teacher has accepted.
x. WORKING f~ONDITIONS
A. Professional staff members covered by this agreement shall have a desk and file
cabinet assigned for professional use.
B. Each professional staff member covered by this agreement shall be entitled to an
unassigned/duty- free lunch period of at least 30 minutes. The Primary School
classroom teacher lunch period shaH be at least 35 minutes.
C. Teachers may leave the school building during unassigned time with the
permission of the building principal. It is understood that permission will be freely
granted so long as the building principal is satisfied that enough teachers remain on
the school premises to meet the contingency of any unforeseen emergency.
D. Elementary/Primary teachers, including grade six, will be entitled to at least 280
unassigned minutes per full week to be used for work related to their professional
employment for the Canandaigua City School District. Within the 280 minutes, a
minimum block of 30 minutes per day shall be provided for each teacher during the
student instructional day. This thirty (30) minute block of time shaH be in addition
to a 30 minute lunch break.
E. The district will provide each K-5 classroom teacher coverage for a 30 minute
recess period. It is understood that weather and other unforeseen situations may
require the classroom teacher to supervise recess from time to time or cancellation
of recess. Schedules/procedure for implernentation of this release time shall be
developed jointly by the Association and administration.
F. Each teacher in the Middle School and Academy will be entitled to at least 40
unassigned minutes [per full school day] within the student instructional day to be
used for w.ork related to their professional employment for the Canandaigua City
School District.
G. In addition, within the scheduled student day in the Middle School, "team teachers"
shall be provided a common 40 minute per day team planning period.
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i
H. Professional staff members cover~d by this agreement sha]] not be expected to
.
assume substitute teacher duties except in an emergency and only with the staff
member's consent. I
I
1. In each building, faculty lunch ar~as wi]] be provided.
II
I
I
J. In each building, one phone, in a semi-private location, wi]] be designated for use
by professional staff members. St'aff members or the Association wi]] pay a]] costs
I .
related to personal or Association, business telephone use.
i
K. Recognizing the space limitation~ in each of the buildings, effort wi]] be made to
provide appropriate space for teaC:hers during planning periods.
L.
I
Professiona\ staff members will b~ allowed the use of copiers where available, for
school business purposes, provjd~d that the staff members adhere to reasonable
guidelines established for their usle. Staff members may have personal items
copied at a cost of $.10 per page. .
M. While serving on jury duty, employees wi]] receive their regular pay for the day,
but are required to return to the sdhool district the money that is paid by the court,
except for expense money received. Employees excused from jury duty for a day,
are expected to report to work on that day. Money paid by the court for jury duty
on non-school days sha]] be retained by the employee.
XI. : WORK LOAD
A. The normal working day for grad~~s7 and 8 will be no more than 280 minutes of
student contact time. This includl~s5 instructional periods, a student supervisory
assignment and a homeroom/advisor-advisee assignment. Teachers may be
assigned a sixth instructional peripd in lieu of the student supervisory assignment.
I
B. The normal working day for grad~s 9 through 12 will include five (5) instructional
periods, a student supervisory assignment and a homeroom. Teachers may be
assigned a sixth (6th) instructional period in lieu of the student supervisory
assignment. .
c. No more than three (3) teachers ill a given academic department, per building, will
be required to have six instructiorlal periods. The assignment of the sixth
instructional period will be on a v,oluntary basis and will be for one year at a time.
If no one volunteers, the department supervisor and the administration wi]] assign
the sixth instructional period for the current year and, if possible, rotate the
assignment the fonowing year. Iil the event that, within a given academic
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department, more than three teachers are asked to teach a 6th class, the Association
and District wi]] meet to negotiate the impact of that assignment.
D. It is agreed that in academic departments 'which have multi-certification areas,
specifically foreign language, no more than two teachers in a given certification
area'sha]] be required to have six instructional periods. This a]]ows more than three
teachers department-wide to have a sixth instructional period.
E. Physical education, music, remedial subjects, special education subjects, and other
subjects that are not taught in the traditional Carnegie units are excluded from
subsection C of this article.
F. It is not the intent of this Article to reduce present department size. It is also not
the intent of..this Article to reduce work load of current staff members.
.
G. A nonnal class load for a department chairperson with six full-time teachers will be
one class period less than that for other teachers. A nonnal class load for
department chairpersons with 12 or more full-time teachers, including the
department chairperson, will be two class periods less than that for other teachers.
H. All part-time teachers (grades 6-12) shall be assigned as follows:
.2 One period of instruction per day or one full day per week. No
assigned supervisory responsibilities.
Two periods of instruction per day or two full days per week. No
assigned supervisory responsibilities.
Three periods of instruction per day or three full days per week. No
assigned supervisory responsibilities.
Three periods of instruction per day or three full days per week. One'
supervisory responsibility per day.
Four periods of instruction per day or four full days per week. One
supervisory responsibility per day.
.4
.5
.65
.85
I. All part-time teachers (grades K-5) shall be assigned as follows:
.5
.65
.85
At least 3.5 hrs. including a half-hour lunch
At least 4.5 hrs. including a half-hour lunch
At least 6 hrs. including a half-hour IUDch
Anything less than 3 hours of work wi]] be paid at the professional rate.
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J. Job Sharing. Based upon the recorilmendation of the Superintendent, the Board of
Education may approve job share requ1Tements based upon two guiding principles:
A. there shall be no detriroental effects on students and/or programs.
B. the district shall incur ;00additional expenses.
1. Job sharing shall be defined as two (2) unit members sharing one (1) full time
position. Job sharing assignments shall be filled by unit members who have agreed
to work together under a mutually developed plan.
2. Job sharing positions may be available to unit members who have indicated to the.
Superintendent in writing by March' 1, the desire to share a position.
3. Job sharers shall submit a written d~scription of job sharing arrangements to the
building principal for approval. Re~ponsibilities of a shared assignment must be
I
specified in the plan designed by th(~job sharers. This plan shall include, but not be
limited to, all'professional duties, at'tendance at meetings, parent conferences, etc.
The decision to make specific classroom assignments rests with the building
principals. ,
4. Job sharing assignments shall have ~duration of one year. By March 1, job sharers
must notify the Human Resources I>irector in writing of their intent to continue or
discontinue the job sharing assignm'ent for the following September.
5. Unit members sharing a position shall receive salary prorated according to the time
each works.
i
6. Medical and dental benefits will be Igranted to the job sharers on a prorated basis
according to the time each teacher vvorks.
7. Unit members shall retain full seniority earned prior to becoming a job sharer.
Additional seniority or time toward 'tenure shall not accrue during the time served as
a shared teacher. I
8. At the end of the school year, job sharers will resume their full-time positions with
all rights and privileges afforded to full-time teachers.
XII. I CLASS SIZE
I
A. The District agrees to meet the fol'lowing general guidelines for class sizes: grade K
-- 23 pupils per class; grade 1 -- 24 pupils per class; grades 2-6, 25 pupils per class;
secondary subjects 137 pupils per'day. The operational date for these class sizes is
the second Monday of September. Although these class size limits are listed it is
the intent of the district to meet the following class size goals: K - less than 20;
grade 1 - 20 or less; grades 2-6, no more than 22 per class.
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B. If class sizes exceed these guidelines, the [)istrict and the Association agree to meet
to negotiate the impact. If the district intends to assign a class load in excess of these
guidelines, it wi]] make every effort to consuJt with the teacher prior to assignment
and to notify the Associa60n. It is understood that in certain special area subjects
(such as music, physical education and short term special projects) these guidelines
are not appropriate and do not apply.
XIII. VACANCIES, TRANSFER ANID CHANGE OF ASSIGNMENTS
A. Vacancies wi]] be posted in each school buiiding no later than 15 days prior to the
closing date for submission of appJications.
B. NotificatioI]..of a vacancy arising during the summer months wi]] be sent to any unit
members who have expressed interest in the available position on or before June
30.
c. Unit meInbers desiring to change grade, subject or building assignments, shaH file a
letter of interest with the appropriate building administrators and send a copy to
Director of Human Resources. When a vacancy exists, such voluntary requests will
be given high priority if the applicant meets the requirements of the position, and if
the proposed change of assignment would not conflict with the instructional
requirements of the District.
D. Unit members returning in September, will receive written notification of tentative
assignments for the ensuing school year by June 30 of the current school year.
Changes in subject area and/or grade level assignment wi]] be made only after
consultation between the principal and the teacher to be affected. If the teacher
objects to the proposed change, the change will not be made until the affected
teacher has had a reasonable opportunity to discuss any feasible alternatives to the
change with the principal. Changes will be made prior to August 15 whenever
possible. Nothing in this Article shall be interpreted as a waiver of any benefits
provided under the Education Law.
E. Transfers shall not be made for the purpose of discrimination against or discipline
of any unit member.
F. All things being equal, specificaJIy educational preparation, experience, performance
and the recommendation of a peer screening committee, preference shall be given on
the basis of seniority for promotion, transfer, or filling of vacancies. Seniority for
the purposes of this Article sha]] be defined as the relative length of continuous
service to the District within the bargaining unit.
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XIV. TEAc~HER EVALUATION
A. A1l classroom observations sha1l be conducted openly. C1inical observations wi]]
include a pre-observation conference, a written evaluation of the observation, and a
post-observation conference to be scheduled within one week of the observation when
reasonably possible.
B. Probationary Teachers
Each probationary teacher wi]] have a minimum of three administrative clinical
observations per year, at least one by the building principal. Where applicable,
supervisors wi]] conduct two additional observations, as we1l as classroom
visitations.
A goal settiI\g conference with the building principal wi]] be held prior to October 1
each year. The first observation ~li]] be made before :December 15.
A mid year conference will be held before March 1.
The end-of-year conference and recommendation of employment status will be
made prior to June 1, with goal setting for the upcoming year done at this time. The
formal written evaluation will be reviewed jointly before the end of the school year.
C. Tenured Teachers
Tenured teachers will be evaluated over a thirteen month period, beginning with a
goal setting conference. Each teacher along with a building administrator wi]]
determine the evaluation model to be used for the cycle. The evaluation model
used may be the traditional clinical observation model or one of the various self-
directed models available (ex. peer review panel, portfolio development,
rubrics/authentic assessment, etc.) The cycle will conclude. with a conference and
subsequent formal written evaluation, both to occur no later than 60 days past the
cycle's final month. Goals for the next cycle will be set at that time.
D. Teachers have the right to append observation and evaluation forms with their own
remarks concerning the written evaluation or the procedures used to conduct the
evaluation and the right to further administrative and/or peer observations.
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E. Redress Procedure
Teachers who disagree with the observation and/or evaluation procedures may
invoke the following redress procedure:
1. The teacher lTIaysubmit a letter to the superintendent with a copy to the
Canandaigua Teachers' Association president asking to convene a redress
committee.
2. Within five (5) business days of receipt of this request:
a. The Canandaigua Teachers' Association president shaH appoint a teacher
to serve on the committee. This teacher may not be from the same
building or curriculum area as the complainant.
b. The superintendent shaH appoint an administrator to serve on the
committee. This administrator nlay not be in the same building as the
complainant.
3. Within ten (10) business days of the initial request, the appointed teacher and
administrator shaH meet to select a third member who shall serve as chair of
the committee. Only the members of the committee shaH know the full
make-up of the committee. .
4. Within ten (10) business days of the initial request, the administration and
CANANDAIGUA TEACHERS ' ASSOCIATION shall submit all
documents for the committee to use in their deliberations.
5. Within fifteen (15) business days of the initial request, the committee shaH
meet to discuss the issues and determine if oral presentations are necessary
to make their determination. (An additional five-day period would be added
only if oral presentations are required.)
6. Within twenty (20) business days of the initial request, the redress committee
shaH issue a report of the findings and make recommendation(s) for action
(if any) to the superintendent, with copies to the teacher, the teacher's
personnel file, and the Canandaigua Teachers' Association president.
7. The superintendent shaH make a final determination within five (5) days of
receipt of the committee report.
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8. The outcome of the process may include:
a. removal or revision of the inaccurate or misleading statements and/or
b. addition of the redress committee report and/or
c. other remedies that may be determined by the superintendent.
F. Professional staff rpembers of the Canandaigua City School district shaH have the
right, upon reasonable request, to review the contents of their personnel files
excluding pre-employment confidential references and to make copies of any
materials therein. Professional staff members shaH have the right to attach a
response to any materials in their file. If, at any time, any material is added to a
professional file, the teacher wi]] be notified in writing at the time of its insertion.
xv. ABSENCES AND LEAVES
A. Sick Leave
1. Professional staff members sha]] be granted sixteen (16) paid leave days per
year for use as set forth in this Article. Annual paid leave days not used may
accumulate to a total of 190 days.
2. The current school year's paid leave days may be used for personal sickness or
physical disability or when the unit member is required to provide care due to
the illness of a family member of the same household. Should extraordinary
circumstances develop concerning the illness, operation, accident, or emergency
in the immediate family, the Superintendent may grant the unit member use of
up twenty percent (20%) of that member's accumulated leave days for use due
to the extraordinary circumstances.
3. Should a professional staffmennber's total accumulated days exceed the
maximum provided in Section ,Aas of June 30 of any school year, that member
shall receive credit for those days in excess of the maximum at a rate of 250/0of
the then existing per diem substitute teacher pay. This credit will be applied to
the member's Canandaigua Health Reimbursement Fund (see Article XX).
4. Professional staff members employed as summer school teachers for at least 20
days will be granted one (1) day of sick leave with pay per summer school
session, accumulable to a maxi1J1umof five (5) days for use in the summer
school program.
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B. Sick Leave Reserve
1. The Board will make provision for a sick leave reserve to aid uni~ members who
suffer prolonged illness and whose sick leave becomes exhausted during an
extended period of illness. The intent of the sick reserve is to provide a safety
net for those members who suffer a long term illness or injury. The reserve is
not intended to provide salary continuity for short term illness or injury nor is it
intended to cover cosmetic or elective procedures. Wherever possible, the
member shall sched:ule procedures or treatments during the summer or at other
times that would minimize absence from work.
2. In order to be eligible to use the sick reserve, the member must be suffering
from a disabling i]]ness or injury that prevents the member from performing the
essential duties of the position.
3. Each unit Inember who chooses to participate will contribute one sick day by
filing a signed authorization statement with the personnel office within the
month of September or within 30 days after effective date of employment.
When the number of available days falls below 25, participants must re-
contribute one day to maintain membership. If the Reserve fa]]s below 25 days,
the Board wi]] contribute 65 days. Unused days will cany over into the next
schoo] year.
4. Unit members may use sick leave reserve days upon the following terms and
under the following conditions:
The unit member must be an employee of the district on active
status;
The unit member must have contributed at least one day of sick
leave to the reserve and maintained membership by contributing
each time the reserve fell below 25 days;
The unit member must have exhausted his or her regular paid
sick leave;
The unit member must have been absent with a qualifying illness or
injury for a number of consecutive days as determined by the
following formula:
{40 days} minus {(Number of accumulated personal leave
days as of the start of the school year September 1) plus (ten
divided by the number of years service).}
a.
b.
c.
d.
e. The unit member must subrnit verification of the medical
condition by the physician subject to the approval of the
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f.
supervising school physician;
If recurrence of the, same illness requires additional a~sence, the
requirement under i~dwill be waived and the unit member may be
eligible for additiotlal days but not to exceed the maximum of 90
school days alIowe(j per school year;
I
I
5. If the calculatio'n of the fonnul'a described above in paragraph 4d results in a
unit member being left with a number of days without pay, and those days
without pay would prove to belan extreme hardship for that unit member, the
I
President of the Association may petition the Superintendent of Schools to
waive the waiting period and t() provide compensation for those waived days at
I
one-half pay.
6. There wjJl be a limit of 90 day~;per unit m'ember per school year under this
article. the total cumulative u:~eany employee may make of the reserve is 180
days.
i
7. A committee consisting of a re~presentative from each employee unit shal1 administer
the reserve. The committee shhn review requests and make recommendations to the
Superintendent for the use of sick leave reserve. The final decision for granting of sick
leave allowance from the Sick Leave Reserve rests with the Superintendent ofISchools.
8. This article is not subject to grievance.
c. Bereavement Leave
1. Up to three (3) days with pay ",,rillbe allowed for each death in the immediate
family. For the purposes of this section immediate family shalI mean husband,
wife, child and any other member of the same household, father, mother, brothers
sisters, grandfather, grandmother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law and
brother-in-law.
I
2. In the event of a death of a clos:epersonal acquaintance not in the immediate
family, a unit member may reqhest up to three days of leave with pay: That request
will be considered jointly by th!eSuperinterident of Schools and the President of the
CTA. i
D. Personal and Professional Leave,
I
I
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1. Personal Day: Of the days referenced in sub section AI., up to three (3) days
per year may be used for the purpose of transacting or attending to personal,
legal, business or family matters which require absence during the school hours.
The parties to this agreement recognize that the purpose of this leave is not for
personal convenience or pleasure. Except in emergencies, the professional staff
members sha11give their immediate supervisor notice of their intention to take
such leave at least two (2) school days prior to the day they propose to be
absent. Use of these days shall be limited to a maximum of four (4) unit.
members per day in each school building unless increased at the discretion of
the Superintendent or designee.
The unit member requesting a personal day immediately before or after a
vacation period wi}]need to give a reason to the principal. The principal wi}]
then dete.rmine if the request fa}]sunder appropriate guidelines for approval. If
not, the request wil1 not be approved.
2. Professional Day. At the request of any teacher and upon the approval of the
administration, one day may be used for staff development, curriculum writing
or other appropriate professional use.
3. Conferences, Visitations, Legal Requests. Professional Staff members sha11be
entitled to the fol1owing absences with pay for
a. the purpose of visiting other schools or attending meetings or
educational conferences with the approval of the Superintendent or
designee.
b. appearances in any legal proceeding connected with the school system
or for the performance of jury duty or because the teacher has been
subpoenaed in a legal matter in which he/she is not personally involved.
A teacher taking such leave sha]] reimburse the District for any fees
received as a juror or witness.
4. Religious Observance. Professional Staff members sha]] be entitled up to three
(3) days with pay for religious observance days for those whose religion
prohibits their working on such days.
E. Unpaid Leave Of Absence
A leave of absence [up to two (2) years] \-vithoutpayor increment of may be
granted at the discretion of the Board of Education to professional staff members.
While on unpaid leave, the teacher shall not accrue paid leave time, nor be able to
use accrued paid leave time, nor qualify for the District paid credit to the
Canandaigua Health Reimbursement Fund. (See Article XX)
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F.
I
I .
Child Rearing Leave .
1. Any unit member, upon reque~;t,shall be granted an unpaid leave.of absence for
child rearing purposes. This le:ave shall be for a period of up to one year from
the time when the pregnancy-r:elated physical disability ends or when a teacher
receives a child placed for adoption.
I
2. One additional year of unpaid ~Ieavefor the purposes of child rearing may be
requested and may be granted at the discretion of the Board of Education.
3. A \vritten request for child rea~ing leave or an extension of such a leave shall be
submitted to the Superintendent as soon as is reasonable under all of the
circumstances, but in no case, later than 90 days prior to the anticipated
commencement of the leave, in order to afford the District the greatest
opportunity to retain a qualified substitute teacher..
I
I
4. In the event a unit member on child rearing leave changes penn anent reside.nce
beyond commuting distance from the District, the Board of Education reserves
the right to cancel the leave.
I
5. Unit members requesting early! tennination of a child rearing leave in advance
of the date specified in the BO~Tdapproval must notify the Superintendent in
writing, at least sixty (60) days in advance. Such teachers shaH be given priority
consideration for reinstatement to any openings which exist at that time for
which they are certified. Such 'teachers may displace their replacements at the
beginning of a school semester or at other times at the discretion of the
Superintendent or designee.
6. The time period spent on any ~npaid leave of absence shall not be credited for
advancement on the salary schedule nor toward completion of the probationary
peri od.
7. During the term ofthis leave, Jxcept as permitted by the next paragraph of this
Article, no professional staff m.ember who has been granted such leave shall
accept any other employment \vhich exceeds 20 hours per week during the
regular work day as defined in Article IX (Work Day) of this Agreement, or the
services of the teacher may be terminated by the Board of Education. No sick
leave benefits will be paid whi]lea teacher is on unpaid leave. The District shall
not make any payment to the 'J'eachers' Health Reimbursement Plan during the
unpaid leave. .
8. A unit member on child rearing leave"of absence shall not be denied the
opportunity to substitute in the!District solely by reason of the fact that the
teacher is on such leave of abs~~nce.
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G. Adoption Leave
For purposes of adoption, the Superintendent may grant the unit member use of
twenty percent (20%) of that member's accunlulated leave days. In extraordinary
circumstances, the Superintendent and CTA President may agree to an additional
number of days.
H. Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
.
AIJ leave and benefit provisions of this contract will be counted towards the leave
and benefit provisions of the Family and Jvledical leave Act of 1993 where
applicable. The Family and Medical Leave Act leave and benefits will be applied
if the contractual leave and benefits are less than the FMLA.
1. Workers' Compensation
A professio~al staff member who, due to an injury on the job is eligible for
workers' compensation benefit payments for wages, may opt to (]) receive directly
the workers' compensation benefit payments and not utilize a paid leave of absence
under Article XV, or (2) utilize a paid leave of absence under Article XV and apply
the workers' compensation payments to restore the paid leave time equal in value
to the workers' compensation payments. This choice will be made on a form
provided by the District prior to commencement of the workers' compensation
payments.
J. Extensions of Leave
The Superintendent may exercise discretion to extend the leaves accorded by this
Agreement. Extensions may be with or without pay at the discretion of the
Superintendent. Decisions of the Superintendent on leaves granted under this
provision shaH not be subject to grievance:.
K. General Conditions Applicable to Leaves of Absence
A unit member returning from a leave of absence will be placed in a position which
is the same or of equal status to the one which was held previous to the leave.
L. Sabbatical Leave
1. No more than one professional staff member may be absent on sabbatical leave
at any time. .
2. Only those professional staff members who have completed seven (7)
continuous and full years of professional service in the Canandaigua City
School System shaH be eligible for sabbatical leave and no professional staff
member having been on sabbatical leave shaH again be eligible until he/she has
completed seven (7) additional years of professional service in the District after
return from such leave.
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I3. Any professional staff member who desires to apply for sabbatical leave shall
submit his application by Feb~uary 1 of the school year prior to the year for
which the leave is requested. The application shall be submitted to the
Superintendent in writing on s.uchforms as the Superintendent may require.
I
4. In considering an application ~orsabbatical leave, the Superintendent will apply
the following criteria: ye-arsof service of the applicant, availability of funds,
type of research or study planned, educational value of proposed research or
study to the Canandaigua City School System, relationship of proposal to
I
professional growth of applicant, urgency of proposed research or study and
availability of a competent an~1qualified substitute.
I
i
5. The Sup~rintendent shall mak~ his recommendation to the Board of Education
. I . .which shall act thereon not later than the regular May meeting of the.
Canandaigua Board of Educati,on following the submission of the application.
I
6. Professional staff members returning from sabbatical leave will be expected to
return for a minimum of two (~) school years. Professional staff members who
do not return wi]] be required to pay 1000/0of the salary received during the
sabbatical leave. Professional'staff members returning for one year will be
required to repay 500/0of the s,ilary received while on sabbatical leave.
7. When the sabbatical leave has been completed, the professional staff member
shall submit a report of rese~rch or study for the professional staff and the Board
in such form as shall be detemlined by the Superintendent.
I
8. Each professional staff member granted a sabbatical leave shall have the right to
return to a positioQ substantially equivalent to his former position or to the same
position, if it is available and if seniority permits.
9. A professional staff member sflall receive half salary while on sabbatical leave
and full health insurance cover,age, identical to the health insurance coverage the
member would receive if currently employed at Canandaigua City School
. . Il)lstrlct.
'
10.l)ecisions of the Superintenderlt and Board of Education on Sabbatical Leave
requests will not be subject to grievance.
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'00 -01 '01-02 '02 -03
SALARY SALARY SALAR'Y
30.300 32,000 34,000
31 , 1 00 32,500 34,500
31 ,900 33,000 35,000
32,750 33,500 35,500
34,100 35,500 36,000
34,400 35,800 36,831
34,700 36,200 37,143
36,200 36,700 37,558
37,200 37,588 38,076
40,500 41,900 42,300
40,800 42,019 43,471
4 1 , 100 42,330 43,594
41,800 42,641 43,917
42,800 43,368 44,240
45,400 46,500 48,000
46,200 47, 1 03 48,244
47,500 47,933 48,869
48,800 49,281 49,730
50,000 50,630 51 , 129
52,500 54,800 57,000
52,700 55, 1 00 57,300
53,400 55,400 57,600
54,350 56,000 57,900
55,600 56,388 58,200
60,500 62,000 64,000
61 ,200 62,800 64,900
61 ,900 63,600 65,800
62,600 64,400 66,700
63,300 65,200 67,600
66,300 69,200 72,600
XVI. SAl.ARIES
A. Teacher Salaries
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STEP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
22
B. Prior Service Credit
Any fu1I-time tenured teacher hired on a step inconsistent with their prior years of
service may apply to the Human Resource Director for reinstatement of their
previous years of service. Criteria for reinstatement sha1Ibe:
1. A full-time probationary ap~ointment in a public school district.
2. The experience must be in the teacher's current tenure area.
3. Documentation of such expdrience sha1Ibe demonstrated by a letter from the
Human Resource Director in' which the teacher worked, signed by an
appropriate administrator from the district.
4. The Human Resources Direqtor must receive documentation by January 1 in
order for the teacher to receive credit the following September.
With appropriate documentation the teacher shall receive credit for:
1. A1Iof lPe first 5 years of prior service. .
_
2. One-half of the previous years of service beyond the- first five.
Step allocation wi1I be determined as f~1Iows:
- a teacher receiving credit for 'previous service wi1I advance one extra step each
year until the appropriat~ credit is reached.
IExalnples: i .
1. Teacher has documented 9 y~~arsof prior service credit. Teacher received 5
years of credit for the first 5 yeats and 2 years for remaining 4 yers of credit. This
teacher wi}] advance two steps each school year for the next seven years.
I
I
2. Teacher has documented 8 ye~ars of prior service credit. Teacher receives 5
years of credit for the first 5 years and 1 year for remaining 3 years of credit.
This teacher wi}] advance two steps each school year for the next six years.
c. Graduate Credit Hours I
1. Staff members will receive $4~ per graduate credit hours (in blocks of three) for
approved graduate credit hours, as an add-to-base calculation up to a maximum
of 78 hours. Payment for grad,Jate hours shall be made twice a year in October
and February.
2. Prior approval of the Superinte~ndent will be required for all graduate courses to
be used for salary credit. Prior ~pproval is waived for the first thirty graduate
hours if those courses meet bo(h of the following criteria: 1) part of an approved
course of study leading to a fir5:tmaster's degree and 2) will fulfill the
requirements for the first permilnent certificate. .
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D. Master's Degree
The salary differential for a master's degree win be $700. The salary differential
for a doctoral degree vvillbe $1,000.
E. In-service Credit
Unit members are ehgible to receive in-service salary credit at a rate of $2 per hour
of approved staff development activities taken outside of the work day. Payments
for in-service credit shall be made twice a year in October and February.
Such activities shan be pre-approved by the District Staff Development Committee
and the Superintendent. Any program offered by the district which is published as
"approved for in-service credit" does not require pre-approval. An other staff
developme~t activities require pre-approva1. .
F. Professional Rate
Unit members wi]] be paid the fo]]owing professional rate fOTafter school teaching,
parent conferences, benchmarking, Sumn1er School, and Summer Driver
Education.
2000-01
$30/hr.
2001-02
$31/hr.
2002-03
$32/hr.
G. Training Rate
Unit members wi]] be paid $100 for a six hour day for training or $17/hr. for
training of less than 6 hour/day.
The rate for teachers participating in first year teacher orientation will be as
folJows:
2000-01
$60 per day
2001-02
$65 per day
2002-03
$68 per day
Thereafter, teachers wiIJ be paid the professional rate. Teachers may select
payment in lieu of in-service training credits as indicated in article XVI-E.
H. Curriculum Writing Rate
Unit members will be aid the followin curriculum rate.
2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
$28/hr. $29/hr. $30/hr.
I. Tutoring Rate
Unit members wiIJ be paid $25/hr. for providing home instruction services.
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. uperVlsor
-
Department Load S~rEPS
;
1 ') 3 4 5
6 or less teachers .03 ,04 .05 .06 .07
& aquatics director
7-10 teachers .04 .05 .06 .07 .08
11-14 teachers .05 .06 .07 .08 .09
15 and above-i .06 .07 .08 .09 .10
~
I
J. Ratios .
AlI ratio supplements are a percentage of current salary, not to exceed the top base
step (Step 25).
KS (K 12) RATIO SALAR"Y SUPPLEMENT
When subject area supervisors are calIed in by administration for the purpose of
interviewing candidates and/or to check in Inaterials or supplies during the period
between July 1 and August 30 of any given year, they wilI be paid at the regular
summer school rate for that service.
L. Middle School Team Leaders STIPEND SUPPLEMENT
2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
$1500 $1600 $1700
M. De artment Liaison STIPEND SlJPPLEMENT
2000-01 2001-02
$750. $800
2002-03
$850
N. Distributive Ed.IStore Advisor RATIO SALARY SUPPLEMENT
I
Work Months per year - 11 Ratio Salary Supplement - 1.10
O. Other Pay Rates
Ticket Takers, Bus and Dance Chaperones, Scorekeepers, and Timekeepers will be
paid at the rate of $35 per event fot up to three hours. Events that exceed 3 hours
will be paid at $35 for the first three hours and $14 per hour thereafter.
P. Travel Pay
Teachers who are required to use their automobile to travel from building to
building in the case of their teacher assignment shall be paid $80 per year as
reimbursement for expenses. ClaiJDsmay be made in May for payments made in
June. .
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Q. Sumnzer Enzployment
1. Driver Education
a. The Supervisor of Driver Education win receive a stipend of $750.
b. Each professional staff member teaching in the summer driver education
program will be paid at the rate of $175 per day.
Hours for Driver Education will be 7:00 A.M. - 12:40 P.M.
See Article XV, paragraph 4 for allowed sick time for sumlner driver
education staff.
2. Summer School
a. The Supervisor of the K-5 Summer School program will receive a stipend
of $800.
Each professional staff member teaching in Summer School
program will be paid at the professional rate.
Each year that summer school is to be conducted by the District,
professional staff members will be notified, by posting in each building, of
the estimated number and type of positions required by the District to
conduct the summer school. Such tentative notification will be distributed
no later than May 1.
Selections of teachers for summer school positions shall be made in
consultation with the summer school coordinator. All things being equal,
professional staff members in the Canandaigua City Schools who make
application for positions as summer school employees will be accorded a
priority according to seniority, which for the purposes of this Article shall
be defined as relative length of continuous service to this school district
within the bargaining unit.
It is understood that until the summer school enrollment is finalized, after
the conclusion of the school year, no final summer school appointments or
assignments can be made.
c.
d.
b.
c.
d.
e.
R. Co-Curricular Salary Schedule: See Appendix "A"
S. Coaching Salary Schedule: See Appendix "B"
T. Adult Education Salary
In the event that an Adult Education Program is reinstated in the District, the salary
paid to unit members employed in Adult Education will be negotiated by the District
and the Association.
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Work Months Per Year STEPS
1 2 3 4 5
10 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07
10 1/2 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12
11 1.133 1.144 1.155 1.1"66 1.177
Work Months Per Year STEPS
1 2 3 4 5
10 L042 1.063 1.084 1.105 1.126
10 1/2 1.092 1.113 1.134 1.155 1.176
XVII. COUNSELORS/PSYCHOLOGISTS
A. Guidance RATI0 SALARY SUPPLEMENT Counselors hired prior to 7/1/00
shall receive the following ratios:
Those hired after 7/1/00 shall be paid 1/200 of their daily rate for work perfonned
during the summer. Summer assignments will be made by January 1. No
counselor hired after 7/1/00 will be required to work more than 5 days during the
summer.
B. Psychologist RATIO SALARY SlUPPLEMENT
C. Counselors and psychologists will work the following number of days between the
close of school in June and the op(~ningof school in September.
II-month
25 days
10.5-mlonth
15 dilYs
10-month
5 days
D. Nothing in this agreement precludes counselors and psychologists from working
additional days to those stated above.
E. If counselors and psychologists are requested by administration to work and agree
to work additional days to those stated above, they will be paid additional
compensation at the rate of 1/220 of their annual rate.
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F. The ratio pay stipend for counselors and psychologists will be paid in 5 equal
installments starting with the second pay in July.
G. All conference options available to classroom teachers wi]] also be available to
counselors. Evening request time may be granted with approval from the building
principals.
H. Guidance counselors and psychologists ernployed through the summer for at least
20 days shan be granted one (1) additional sick day. If the sick day is not used, it
wi]] be added to the accumuable days.
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'00-01 '01-02 '02-03
SALARY SALARY ~)ALARY
~14,850 15,000
: 15,500
15,062 15,444 ~15,600
15,439 15,665 ! 16,062
.
15,890 16,056 I 16,291
16,342 16,526
' 16,698
17,b21 17, 159 I 17,352
17,774 17,872 : 18,017
18,527 18,663 I 18,765
19,205 19,453 , 19,596
23,580 23,580 1I 23,580
24,100 '24,400 ! 24,523
25,000 I 25,376
I 26,000
XVIII. TEACHING ASSIST~,NT AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
I SALARIES
A. Teaching Assistant Salaries
i
STEP
1
2
3
4
. 5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
B. Teaching Assistants will be paid ai their regular rate of pay for all duties perfonned
in the course of a work day unless' more than 20% of their duties constitute work
other than that of a Teaching Assi~tant. For example, if the Teaching Assistant
spends less than 20% of his/her da..yperfonning teacher aide duties, the Assistant
. will be paid solely at the Assistant rate. If, however, the Assistant spends more
than 20% of his/her day perfonni~lg aide duties, the Assistant will be paid at the
Assistant rate for the portion of th~~day spent on Assistant duties, and at the Aide
rate for the portion of the day spent of Aide duties.
c. Teaching Assistant Summer Rate I
I.
2000-01 2001-02
$ 14/hr. $14.50/hr.
I
2002-03
$15/hr.
D. Part-time Teaching Assistants;
1. A part-time Teaching Assi,stant is a person employed September through
June who works on days vyhen school is in session for less than seven hours
a day, or who is employed for less than a school year. Salary will be
prorated per hours worked'~per day. Any additional service during July or
I
August will be paid on an,hourly rate.
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2. Each part-time teaching assistant shall be entitled to the same benefits for
personal leave as teachers as described in Article XV except .that the total
number of leave days shall be nine (9) days per year.
3. The District will provide a choice of hea1th insurance plans equivalent to
those offered to teachers (see Article XX) except that the district sha]]
contribute as follows.
a. For employees who work 5 ~ hours per day and more, but less than 7
hours, the district's contribution sha11be 750/0of the monetary figure in
Article XX, paragraphs B & C. An employee scheduled for 5 'l1hours
or more who is reduced involuntarily to below 5 'l1hours by the District
after October 1 sha11continue to receive this benefit level for the
r:eJnainder of the school year.
b. For employees, who work more than 2 ~ hours per day but less than 5
'l1hours per day, the district's contribution sha]] be 500/0of the monetary
figures in Article XX, paragraphs B & C.
4. Unused personal leave days may accumulate up to ]00 days.
5. Dental insurance for part-time teacher assistants wi]] be prorated per
hours worked per day.
E. Provisions of the Sick Leave Reserve wi]] apply.
F. Fu11-timeTeaching Assistants may accumulate unused personal leave up to 190
days.
G. Fu11-timeTeaching Assistants shall be entitled same benefits as teachers as described
in Article XV except that the number of leave days sha11be ten (10) days per year.
H. Teaching Assistants receiving approved personal leaves and child rearing leaves
without pay may continue group insurance coverage by assuming full payments.
1. Teaching Assistants sha]] be entitled to the tempora"ry leaves of absence as described
in Article XV.
J. Teaching Assistants wi]] receive the district contribution to the Health
Reimbursement Fund (pro-rated for part-tinle) as described in Article XX.
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'00-01 '01-02 '02-03
SALARY SALARY SALARY
19,200 19,550
I 20,000
20,100 20,400 ' 20,800'
21,000 21,300 ~21,500
21,900 22,800 I 23,000
22,800 23,350 I 23,655
23,700 23,950
I
24,226
24,600 24,850 ; 24,890
25,500 25,600 : 25,782
26,.000 26,456
'
26,560 .
26,750 26,975 27,448
27, 183 27,753 ' 27,987
27,782 28,202 : 28,794
23,378 28,824 i 29,260
28,770 29,442 I 29,905
29,206 29,849 I 30,546
30,277 30,301 ; 30,968
31,396 31,412
: 31,438
32,247 32,573 ; 32,590
33, 168 33,456 I 33,795
34,062 34,412
,
! 34,711
34,704 35,339 I 35,702
35,383 36,005 ' 36,665
36,418 36,710 I 37,356
37,204 37,784 I 38,086
37,418 38,599 39,201
K. Certified Occupational TheraJ>ist Salaries STEP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
XIX. DEDUCTION:) AND SALARY PAYMENTS
I
I
A.Professional staff members may ha,:'e contributions to the Canandaigua City School
District Employees' Credit Union withheld from payroll checks under existing
regulations.
B. Professional staff members may have .salary withheld for approved deferred income
plans under existing regulations:
C. Professional staff members shall have the option of being paid either on the basis of
26 pay periods, six (6) of which are !combined in the last paycheck for the school
I
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year or on the basis of 21 equal paychecks. No changes on the 21 insta]]ment basis
can be made after the first week of schoo1. The first pay period wi]] be the second
Friday after Labor Day.
xx. INSUI~ANCE
A. The District wi]] provide a choice of health insurance plans as fo]]ows:
Wayne-Finger Lakes HeaJth Insurance Plan
Blue Cross/Blue Shield/Blue Mi]]ion HeaJth Insurance Plan
Preferred Care Community --$] 5 co-pay
Preferred Care Comprehensive --$5 co- pay
Blue Choice Select $] 5 co-pay
Blue Choi~e $5 co-pay.
Finger LaRes HeaJth Plan - $5 co-pay
Finger Lakes Select - $15 co-pay
B. District's Contribution
For 2000-2001 the district's financial responsibility is up to a maximum as fo]]o\vs:
$387 /month for family coverage
$372/month for 2 person coverage
$] 90/month for single coverage
C. In 2001 and 2002 the district wi1l increase the above payment levels by the cost of
living increase and also by one half of any percent increase amount above the cost
of living. These amounts can be applied to any of the policies listed above. If the
teacher selects a program with a premium that is higher, the teacher wi]] pay the
balance through payro1l deduction.
D. Insurance Coverage for Staff Members on Leave of Absence
1. Professional staff members receiving approved persona1leaves and chHd rearing
leaves without pay may continue group insurance coverage by assuming full
payments consistent with Article XX.
2. The foregoing language integrates the FMLA with contractual benefits.
Contractual benefits, including return from leaves, will be applied first. To the
extent that contractual benefits do not provide FMLA minimum benefits, this
language required the FMLA to be applied. This allows current practices, with
which the parties are familiar, to continue and does not result in cumulative
FMLA and contractual benefits.
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E. Retiree Health Insurance
Retired professional staff members who begin their retirement on or.after, July 1,
1991, shall receive coverage the same as the coverage provided to currently
employed professional staff members paid for by the Board of Education at a rate
of 800/0of the single person coverage.
F. Dental
For fun-time unit members that elect to enroll in the Dental Program available from
Blue Shield and entitled "Smile Saver #4", or its equivalent, the District's financial
responsibility is up to a maximum as follows:
2000-2001 $528.13/year for family coverage
$202.41/year for single coverage
In 2001 and .2002, the district wi]] increase the above j:)ayment levels by the amount
arrived at with the health insurance calculation.
Unit members working less than full-time may enroll in the Dental Program;
however, the Board of Education share of the premium cost wi]] be prorated
according to the percentage of part-time to full-time employment.
G. Buyout Option
.
Unit members eligible for family level health insurance that choose not to take
advantage of the district health insurance program shan receive a credit of the
following amounts which can be applied to the Health Reimbursement Fund.
Employees who wish to take advantage of this option must infonn the district by
July or within 30 days of hire.
2000-01
$400.
2001-02
~;600 .
2002-03
$750.
H. An employee who chooses the credit in lieu of the district's health insurance plan
may opt to resume use of the health insurance plan if alternative health insurance
becomes unavailable. The employee wi]] make a pro-rata reimbursement to the
Health Reimbursement Fund. .
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1. Canandaigua Health Reinlbursement Fund
1. Plan year
The Canandaigua Hea1th Reimbursement Fund shan run from October 1 to
September 30. Claims for services dated after, October 1, 1991, shan be eligible
for reilnbursement.
2. Eligibility
Membership in the Canandaigua Hea1th R.eimbursement Plan is open to:
a. AI1certified staff in the bargaining unit employed on a fu]] year basis as of
October 1 of each year.
b. Individu~ls designated by the Canandaigua City School District Board of
Education.
3. Dependents
For the purposes of the Hea1th Reimbursement Fund only, a dependent is defined
as spouse, son, stepson, daughter, stepdaughter, a child placed by an authorized
placement agency for legal adoption, and a foster child who wi]] be a member of
the household for the next fu]] school year. Each child under the age of 25 at the
start of each plan year who is both a dependent and 1) Jiving at home or 2) a fu]]-
time student is an eligible dependent under the Hea1th Reimbursement Fund.
4. District contribution rates
The district contribution rates per plan year for fuJI- time employees (pro-rated for
part -time employees) shaJI be as foJIows:
2000 = $492
In 2001 and 2002, the district wilJ increase the above payment level by the amount
arrived at with the health insurance calculation.
The District contribution wiJI be made in fuJI on each October 1.
5. Other contributions
Other contributions may be made from the foJIowing sources:
a. Sick Day pay as per Article XV, Section A3
b. Hea1th Insurance Buy-out Option as per Article XIX, Section G
c. AlJ ExceJIence in Teaching (EIT) bonus payments.
d. Payment for unused accumulated sick days above 190 as per Section XV A3.
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6. Administrative expenses
:
The expenses for administration ~f this plan shall be deducted from the yearly
District contribution rates.
7. Unpaid leaves, resignations or terlninations
Contribution rates for 10-month employees who take an unpaid leave, resign or are
terminated during a plan year willi be pro-rated on the 10-month school year basis.
Pro-rated contribution rates for 11~-and 12-month employees begin on October 1.
8. Accumulative plan
Each plan member has a running (tccumulative account. If, in anyone year,
benefits are not exhausted, the balance will be automatically rolled over and added
I
to the next year's contribution.
:
I
I
Medical, dental and vision expens;es
Medical and Health Care Payment1s: The funds contained in the member's Health
Care Plan account may be used only for the payment of medical and health care
expenses incurred by the member and eligible dependent~.
9.
Medical expenses are payments m'ade for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of
disease. They also include payment for treatment affecting any part or function of
the body. Expenses for which claiins may be submitted include, but are not limited
to, the following:
Medical doctors, dentists, eye doc11:ors,gynecologist, chiropractors, osteopaths,
podiatrists, psychiatrists, psychologists, physical therapists, acupuncturists, and
psychoanalysts. i
I
I
Medical examinations, x-ray and Hlboratory services, insulin treatment, and other
treatments prescribed by a physici:~n.
1
Hospital care (including meals and. lodging) clinic costs, laboratory fees.
I
I
Nursing services prescribed by a physician.
,
I
:Medical treatment at a center for d!rug addicts or alcoholics.
I
Medical aids such as hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, contact lenses, braces,
orthopedic shoes, crutches, wheelchairs, and guide dogs as prescribed by a
physician. All medicines and drugs prescribed by a physician.
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10. No duplication of benefits
The Health Reimbursement Fund will not pay medical expenses covered by other
health insurance policies or plans to which plan members or an eligible dependent
belongs.
In other words, a plan member who is eligible to receive benefits under any
insurance policy or under any other health or medical reimbursement plans must
first submit a claim through those other plans.
11. Processing claims
FoJ]ow these procedures to submit a clainl for payment:
a. Detennine if a claim is eligible for payment under any other insurance program.
If it is, submit the claim to that prograJTI.
b. Submit expenses not paid by any other insurance, such as dental/vision costs,
directly to the Canandaigua Health Reimbursement Fund.
c. Use the Canandaigua Health Reimbursement Fund claim form to file a claim
and attach explanation of benefits statement from insurance companies or bil1s
and receipts from doctor, dentist, drug stores, etc.
d. Health Reimbursement Fund claim fOJms are available at the main office in
each building.
e. Submit claims directly to Plan Administrator listed on the form.
12. Method of payment
a. Payments will be made once a month for approved claims totaling more than
$50. When accumulated claims exceed $50, submit them to the plan
administrator for payment. Payments are not made in July and August;
however, claims submitted for appropriate expenses incurred during these
months may be submitted.
b. Regardless of the size of the claim, all outstanding claims should be submitted
at least once a year.
13. Claim procedure
a. The Plan Administrator has 30 days after receiving a claim to accept or deny it
and notify the member.
b. This 30-day period may be extended for an additional 90 days if special
circumstances so require. If an extension is necessary, the member will be
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notified in writing of the reasons for the extension and the date when a final
decision is expected.
c. After 30 days, if a member has not been notified of acceptance, denial, or
extension, the member may request a review. The procedure for this review is
the same as the review procedure for a denied claim. (See Denial and Review
Procedures Section.)
14. Denial and review procedures
If a claim is denied, written notice shall be given by the Canandaigua Health
Reimbursement Fund Administrative Committee, stating:
a. Reasons for the deniaL
b. Description of what materials, ]f any, are required "to-make the claim complete.
If a claim is denied, members are entitled to:
1. Make a written request for a review of the claim by the Committee. Such a
request must be made within 60 days after the member received the deniaL
2. Review documents relating to. the denial and submit written comments which
help to explain the claim.
Within 60 days, the Committee wiH make a decision or notify the member that
a time extension is necessary.
] 5. Lilnitation ofbenefits
No benefit will be paid in excess of the balance on account. Members wiH receive
semi-annual statements showing current account balance.
If a member becomes ineligible for the Canandaigua Health Reimbursement Fund,
benefits will be pro-rated for the tilDe of employment. A member must reimburse
the plan for any payment received in excess of the pro-rated amount.
16. Continuation of benefits
If a member leaves the District's ernployment, approved claims under this plan
shall continue to be paid until the pro-rated Canandaigua Health Reimbursement
Fund account is exhausted. "
In the event of a member's death, approved claims under this plan shaH continue to
be paid to eligible dependents until the pro-rated account is exhausted. If there are
no survivors, any pro-rated funds left in on account wiH be paid to the member's
estate.
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17. Inactive accounts
a. An inactive account is the account of a tenninated participant (excluding
retirees) to which neither the District nor the participant makes contributions
and with respect to which there has been no claim activity for a period of three
years (measured from date of tennination).
b. Each year, an account which is and rernains inactive wi]] be charged with an
administrative fee in an amount equal to the plan contribution required by a
single employee participant for that year. Such fee wi]] be deducted annua]]y
from the account on the first day of each plan year.
J. Flexible Spending Account
The DistriJ;t wi]] establish a Flexible Spending Account (FSA) Account under IRS
guidelines .for Section 125 plans for uninsured medical-expenses ($5,000
max./yr.) and dependent child care ($5,000 max./yr.) Each member may elect to
contribute a portion of his/her salary into this account. Elections shan be effective
on October 1 and shal1 run from October 1 to September 30. Administrative costs
wi]] be paid by the district. Funds not claimed in the claim year shaH revert to the
district for administrative costs.
K. Retiree Health Insurance Study Group
The Association and District wi]] establish a study group to investigate retiree
health options beginning September 2000.
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B.
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E.
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XXI. CO-CURRIICULAR AND COACHING
Notice of all coaching position vacancies or new positions will be posted in each
school building in the District.
:
A]] things being equal, including experience, knowledge of the sport and
coaching, interest, available time and physical capabilities, unit members who are
qualified for a vacancy will be g~ven priority for the position over non-unit
1
members. ~
A]] physical education teachers, hired after July 1, 1976 wi]] coach one
interscholastic sport as part of their job description, with additional payment as
provided by Appendix B, Coach{ng Salary Schedule.
.
I
In the event a coaching position is vacated, a committee.of coaches wi]] work
I
with the Athletic Director to find acceptable candidate for these coaching
vacancies. If no acceptable candidate is found, a physical education staff member
wi]] accept one coaching assignrilent when requested to do so.
Any coach who resigns or retires and at a later date is re-hired as a coach in the
same sport, wi]] be placed on at least Step 2 of the coaching salary schedule. If
retained beyond the first year, the coach wi]] advance a minimum of two steps on
the schedule for each season provided however, placement on the schedule shaH
never exceed total years of coaching experience in the sport in the District.
Any coach who takes authorized leave and returns to that same coaching position,
wi]] advance to that step on the schedule which reflects previous years of
experience as a coach in that spol1 in the District Authorized leave may be
granted by the Superintendent fo~'the following reasons:
I
1. Physical or mental health of the individual or immediate family.
2. Extenuating personal hardship.
G. Any assistant coach in the District who is appointed to a varsity coaching position
shall be placed on Step 1 of the schedule for the new position. If the coach is
retained beyond the first year, the~coach will advance two steps on the schedule
for two consecutive years, provided however placement on the schedule shall
never exceed total years of coach:ing experience in that sport in the District.
1I
H. In the event a co-curricular position is vacated, the Association will assist the
District in locating qualified pers~)nnel for the position.
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XXII. EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
A. A]] unit members who resign for the purposes of re6rement shan be paid a cash
bonus equal to 250/0of the current per dieln subs6tute teacher rate times the number
of their accrued sick days.
B. A unit member who meets aU of the fol]o'wing requirements sha]] be eligible for an
earJy re6rement incentive:
1. 20 years of credited teaching service \\,ith the New York State Teachers'
Retirement System as of effective date:of retirement.
2. A minimum of 10 years consecutive experience in the Canandaigua City School
District. An unpaid leave of absence authorized by the Board of Education wi]] not
be counted toward the local experience requirement. Neither wi]] it constitute a break
in service for the consecutive year requirement.
3. Eligibility as specified below at the date of retirement..
4. Delivery of a written letter of resignation for retirement purposes at least five
(5) months prior to the effective date of retirement.
5. A retirement date effective between July 1 and August 31 or within five (5)
calendar days after the end of the first semester. The amount of the early
retirement incentive payment sha]] be as fo]]o\vs:
Effective January 5, 1998, the date of retirement must be within five (5) years of the
date on which the teacher first meets the requirements specified in subparagraphs (1),
(2) and (3) above. Prior to January 5, 1998, the date of retirement must be within two
years and six months of the date on which the teacher must meet the requirements
specified in sub (1). (2), and (3) above. A teacher retiring within those two years
sha]] receive, as the retirement incentive payment, 25% of salary earned for the unit
member's final year of service.
For the purpose of this Article, salary earned shall be the salary earned in the 12
months immediately preceding the retirement date. This salary earned is the
amount earned in the primary teaching responsibility based on the salary schedule
and ratio program as defined in Articles XVI and XVII of this Agreement. Salary
earned excludes a]] other earnings such as, coaching, co-curricular activities,
summer school, etc. The salary earned is not to be confused with the salary
received, as some staff members elect a deferred payment program to provide
funds for the summer period. Salary lost during the previous 12 months due to the
use of unpaid personal leave or other absence without pay wi]] not count toward
salary earned under this Article.
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C. The recipient of an Early Incentiv1emay elect one of the following:
1. Full payment as computed under Paragraph B in this Article to be made within
one (1) month from effective date of retirement or up to six (6) months after
retirement if so requested by t~leteacher.
2. Have the full su.mof money as;computed under Paragraph B in this Article
applied for the continued paY~lent of health insurance premiums under the
Canandaigua City School Distjict Retired Teachers' Group as detailed in this.
article below: Notice of the op{ion selected must be submitted in writing to the
Superintendent at least 30 days prior to the retirement date.
D. Once an option has become effective, no change in the option can be made. If the
unit member elects Option C. 2., f)ayment of Health Insurance Premium, the
reserve esta1?lished at the time of ietirement wi]] be used to pay health insurance
premiums for the unit member and/or spouse until the res'erve is exhausted. If both
the unit member and spouse are deceased prior to the depletion of the reserve, the
remaining balance in the reserve is canceled and is not payable to the estate of the
unit member or to the estate of the spouse.
I
E. It is understood that the early retir~ment incentive will not be counted in the final
year's salary for retirement purposes.
F. This Article is not subject to the Grievance Procedure.
I
XXIII. ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
I
II
A. Professional staff members elected to the New York State United Teachers-
American Federation of Teachers ~Houseof Delegates or the New York State
Teachers Retirement Convention shall be released to attend such meetings without
loss of compensation, personal, or:sick days. There will be no additional obligation
for expenses of the delegates on th:eDistrict.
B. The Superintendent agrees to deduct monies in fifteen (15) equal installments from
the salary of employees who have !authorized the payment of dues to the
Association, the New York State lJnited Teachers-American Federation of
Teachers, or their successors, and to transmit such monies promptly to the
Canandaigua Teachers' Associatiop treasurer. The name of said treasurer shall be
filed with the Superintendent for t~lispurpose. Authorization for such deductions
shaH be in writing and signed by the individual, professional staff member and
placed on file. AH authorization fo!nns shaH be filed on or beforeI
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October] 5 for deductions to be made during the current school year. Employees
new to the District after October] 5 of any year, who sign dues authqrization cards,
shall have dues deducted from their salaries in equal installments, not to exceed 15
instalJments, coinciding with the remaining pay periods in the fiscal year,
commencing with a pay period which falls within 2] calendar days from the date of
receipt of the signed authorization in the Central Office.
c. The Association President may release Association members for a maximum of
five (5) days to engage in Association actJvities chosen at the discretion of the
President. Prior notice of such days will be required.
D. In consultation vyith the Superintendent, the Association President shall release
Association members for up to fifteen (15) days to participate in professional
advancement ac6yities. It is understood that such activities will be oriented to
professional" growth, instructional growth or other needs mutually agreed upon by
the Association President and Superintendent. Cost of substitutes for said days
shall be borne by the Association.
E. The District wi]] provide the Association President vvith a copy of the Board of
Education Policy book and updates thereto.
XXIV.REPORTING OF NEGOTIATIONS
Neither party sha]] issue any formal press release nor any informal information to
members of the press or public concerning the substance of the demands under
negotiation or concerning the parties' positions thereon, prior to impasse.
xxv. ZIPPER CLAUSE
This Agreement constitutes the full and complete Agreement of the parties and may be
altered, changed, added to, deleted from, or modified only through the voluntary mutual
consent of the parties in a written, signed amendment to this Agreement.
XXVI. G.RIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Declaration of Purpose
1. In order to promote the most harmonious and cooperative climate within the
Canandaigua City School District, it is the purpose of these grievance procedures to
resolve satisfactorily group or individual differences which would tend to
undermine the effective functioning of the school system. All teachers are
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guaranteed the right to be heard, and to present their grievances, free from
coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
B. Definitions
1. A Grievance is any alleged violation of this Agreement or any dispute with respect
to its meaning or application.
2. The tenn Supervisor shall mean ahy department chciinnan, principal, assistant
principal, or other administrative or supervisory officer responsible for the area in
which an alleged grievance arises except for the chief executive officer.
3. The Chief Executive Officer is the Superintendent of Schools.
4. Association_~shallmean Canandaigua Teachers' Association. ,
5. Aggrieved Party shall mean any person or group of persons in the negotiating unit
filing a grievance.
6. 'Party in Interest shall mean the Grievance Committee of the Association and any
party named in a grievance who is not the aggrieved party.
7. Grievance Committee is a committee composed of one member from each building
and a chainnan appointed by the President of the Canandaigua Teachers'
Association.
8. Hearing Officer shall mean any individual or board charged with the duty of
rendering decisions at any stage on grievances hereunder.
C. Procedures
1. All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party, the
identity of the provision of this Agreement involved in the said grievance, the time
when and the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the
grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for causing the said events
or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party, and a general statement of the nature
of the grievance and the redress sought by the aggrieved party.
2. Except for infonnal decisions at Stage 1 (a), all decisions shall be rendered in
writing at each step of the grievance procedure, setting forth findings of fact,
conclusions and supporting reasons therefor. Each decision shall be promptly
transmitted to the teacher and the Association.
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3. A grievance may be submitted by the Association at Stage 2 by a group of teachers
when none have a common supervisor. Informal procedure should be fo]]owed
prior to formalizing the grievance by the interested parties.
4. The preparation and processing of grievances, insofar as practicable, shan be
conducted during the hours of employment. All reasonable effort win be made to
avoid interruption of claSSrOOITIactivity and to avoid involvement of students in
any phase of the grievance procedure.
5. The Superintendent and the Canandaigua Teachers' Association agrees to facilitate
any investigation which may be required and to make available any and an material
and relevant documents, communications and records concerning the alleged
procedure.
6. Except as ofherwise provided in Paragraph E 1a. and E 1b., an aggrieved party and
any party in interest shan have the right at a]] stages of a grievance to confront and
question a]] witnesses caned against him/her, to testify and to can witnesses on his
o\vn behalf, and to be furnished with a copy of any minutes of the proceedings
Inade at each and every stage of this grievance procedure.
7. No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal of any kind win be
taken by the Board or by any member of the administration against the aggrieved
party, any party in interest, any representative, any member of the grievance
committee or any other participant in the grievance procedure or any person by
reason of such grievance or participation therein.
8. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals and making reports and
recommendations, and other necessary documents wi]] be jointly developed by the
Superintendent and the Association. The Chief Executive Officer shall then have
them reproduced and distributed so as to facilitate operation of the grievance
procedure.
9. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a
grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants.
10. Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any teacher
having a grievance to discuss the matter informa]]y with any appropriate member
of the administration and having the grievance informally adjusted without
intervention of the Association, provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the
terms of this Agreement and provided the aggrieved has requested the Association
be given an opportunity to be present at such adjustment and to state its views on
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the grievance. In the event that any grievance is adjusted without formal
detennination, pursuant to this procedure, while such adjustment shall be binding
upon the aggrieved party and shaH, in all respects, be final, said adjustment shall
not create a precedent or ruling binding upon either of the parties to this agreement
in future proceedings. '
11. If any provision of this grievance procedure or any application thereof to any
teacher or group of teachers in the negotiating 'unit shall be finally determined by
any court to be contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be
deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other
provisions or applications will continue in full force and effect.
12. Official Grievance Record which shall consist of the written grievance, all exhibits,
transcripts, ~ommunications, minutes and/or notes of testimony, as the case may
be, written arguments and briefs considered at all levels other than Stage 1a. and an
written decisions at a1l stages. Official minutes will be kept at District expense of
all proceedings in Stages 2, 3, and 4. A copy of such minutes will be made
available to the Aggrieved Party and the Grievance Committee within four days
after the conclusion of hearings at Stages 2, 3, and 4. Parties in interest should
advise the appropriate hearing officer in writing of any claimed errors in said
minutes within 10 days of the date the minutes become available. Any such claim
of error in the minutes shall become a part of the Official Grievance Record and the
hearing officer shall indicate in writing the determination made respecting such
claimed error within 10 days after a written copy of this claimed error is received.
The official Grievance Record shall be available for inspection and/or copying by
the Aggrieved Party, the Grievance Committee and the Board, but shall not be
deemed a public record.
13. The existence of the procedure hert:by established shall not be deemed to require
any teacher to pursue the remedies here provided and shall not, in any manner,
impair or limit the right of any teacher to pursue any other remedies available in
any other form.
D. Time Limits
1. Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as rapidly
as possible, every effort will be made by all parties to expedite the process. The
time limits specified for either party may be extended only by mutual agreement.
2. No written grievance will be entertained as described below, and such grievance
will be deemed waived unless written grievance is forwarded at the first available
stage within twenty (20) school day~ after the teacher knew or should have known
of the act or condition on which the grievance is based.
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3. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the proc~dure within
the time limit specified, the grievance wiH be deemed to be discontinued and
further appeal under this agreement sha]] be barred.
4. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to cOlnmunicate a decision to the
aggrieved party, his representative and the Association within the specified time
Jimit sha]] permit the lodging of an.appeal at the next stage of the procedure within
the time which would have been aHotted had the decision been communicated by
the final day.
5. In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 1, upon request by or on behalf of
the aggrieved party, the time limits set fOl1hherein may be reduced pro- rata so that
the grievanGe procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of.the school term or as
1
soon thereafter as is possible. If it is not possible to resolve the grievance by July
1, the time limits contained herein will become effective September 1, of the
foHowing school year.
E. Stages
Stage 1: Supervisor
a. A teacher having a grievanc~ wi]] discuss it with his immediate supervisor and
building principal either directly or through a representative, with the objective of
resolving the matter informaHy. The supervisor wiH confer with aH parties in
interest in arriving at his decision and will inform the aggrieved party or his
representative of the decision and reasons for the decision.
b. If the grievance is not resolved informaHy, it shaH be reduced to writing and
presented to the supervisor. Within five (5) school days after the written grievance
is presented to him/her, the supervisor shall render a decision thereon, in writing,
.
and present it to the teacher, or his representative, and the Association. Any
additional information used in reaching a written decision should be provided the
aggrieved or his representative.
c. If the aggrieved is not s~tisfied with the \vritten decision on the grievance, he/she
may take it to the building principal in writing within (5) days after receiving the
decision.
d. Within five (5) school days after the written grievance is presented to him/her, the
principal shall render a decision thereon, in writing, and present it to the teacher,
his representatives, and the association.
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a.
Stage 2: Su~')erintendent of Schools
If th~ teacher initiating the grievance is not satisfied with the written decision at the
conclusion of Stage 1 and wishes ~toproceed further under this grievance
procedure, the teacher shall, withip five (5) school days present the grievance to the
Associations' Grievance Committee for its consideration
b. If the Grievance Committee detednines that the teacher has a valid grievance, then.
it will file a written appeal of the decision at Stage 1 with the Chief Executive
Officer within ten (10) school dais after the teacher has received such written
decision from the building princip'al. Copies of the written decision at Stage 1 shall
I
be submitted with the appeal. I .
Within five_(5) school days after r~ceipt of the appeal, the Chief Executive Officer,
or his duly a'uthorized representatj-Ive, shaH hold a hearing with the teacher and the
Grievance Committee or its representative and all other parties interested.
I
c.
d. The Chief Executive Officer or his duly authorized representative shall render a
decision in writing to the teacher, the Grievance Committee and its representative
within five (5) school days after the conclusion of the hearings.
I
Stage 3: .,Board of Education
a.
I
If the teacher and the Association i:trenot satisfied with the decision at Stage 2, the
Grievance Committee will file an (lppeal in writing with the Board of Education
within ten (10) school days after r~~ceivingthe decision at Stage 2. The official
grievance record maintained by th(~Chief Executive shall be available for the use
of the Board of Education. : .
b. Within ten (10) school days after neceipt of an appeal, the Board of Education or a
committee thereof shaH hold a hea:ring on the grievance. The hearing shall be
I
conducted in executive session.
c.
I
Within ten (10) school days after the conclusion of the hearing, the Board of
:Education or a committee thereof $hall render a decision, in writing, to the teacher,
the Grievance Committee and its representative.
I
I
Stage! 4: Arbitration
a. After a decision is rendered, if the teacher and/or Association are not satisfied with
the decision at Stage 3, and the As~;ociation determines that the grievance is valid
and that appealing it is in the best ibterests of the school system, it may submit the
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b.
grievance to arbitration by written notice t.othe Superintendent within fifteen (15)
school days of the decision at Stage 3.
Within fifteen (15) school days after such written notice of submission to
arbitration, the Superintendent and the Association will agree upon a mutually
acceptable arbitrator competent in the area of the grievance, and wi]] obtain a
commitment from said arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an
arbitrator or to obtain such a commitment within the specified period, a request for
a list of arbitrators will be made to the Annerican Arbitration Association by either
party. The parties will then be bound by the rules and procedures of the American
Arbitration Association in the selection of an arbitrator.
c. The selected arbitrator will, in closed session, hear the matter promptly and will
issue his decision not later than fourteen (14) calendar days from the date of the
close of thenearing, or, if oral hearings have been waived, then from the date the
final statements and proofs are submitted to him/her. The arbitrator's decision will
be in writing and will set forth his findings of fact, reasoning, and conclusions on
the issues.
d. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violate of the terms
of this Agreement.
e. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties.
f. The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, will be borne
equally by the Board of Education and the Association.
g. A member of the Grievance Committee and teachers, who are scheduled to testify in a
grievance hearing at any stage of the procedure that necessitates meeting during the
school day, shall be released for only that part of the day necessary for them to be in
attendance at the hearing. Such staff me:mbers will receive full pay and at the time, will
not be charged against sick leave or personal leave. The Association shall pay the cost of
substitute teachers required for Grievance Committee representatives and any district staff
member who will testify in support of the teachers' position. The Board of Education win
pay for substitutes required for school district staff members testifying on behalf of the
District.
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XXVII. DUE PROCE~SS FOR TENURED TEACHERS
A. No tenured employee shaH be disciplined or dismissed, except for just cause.
B. A unit member may wave the rights and procedures accorded teachers serving on
tenure under Sec60n 3020-a of the Educa60n Law, and the procedure established
by this article shaH cons6tute an aherna6ve procedure for resolving matters
pertaining to the discipline or discharge of tenured teachers.
C. If the District desires to discipline a teacher by imposition of a reprimand, fine,
suspension without pay, or dismissal, the foHowing procedure wiH apply:
]. The Sup_~rintendentshaH give the teacher written notice (a) of the grounds
constitudng just cause for the discipline, and (b) of the discipline to be
administered.
.
2. The teacher shaH have the right to demand the procedures under section 3020-a
of the education law or arbitration of the discipline by serving a written demand
on the Superintendent within fourteen (14) school days of service upon the
teacher of the written notice as prescribed in one (1) above. If the teacher does
not appeal within fourtee:t:1(14) school days of service, then the teacher waives
all rights to appeal and accepts the proposed discipline.
3. Should the District choose to imlpose a suspension prior to an arbitration
hearing, such suspension shall be with pay in accordance with the law in effect
at the time of suspension.
D. The arbitrator shall be selected pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration
Association. The parties agree to set up a date as quickly as possible without undue
delay.
The arbitrator is authorized to find that there is:
1. no just cause for action taken against the teacher and direct that all references to
the matter be removed from personnel file; or
2. just cause for taking action agairlst the teacher and, in such event, the arbitrator
may direct penalty that he/she deems appropriate even if that penalty is different
from those specified in 3020-a. The costs of the arbitration may be equally
borne by the District and the Association. The decision of the arbitrator shall be
final and binding.
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XXVIII. PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
A. This section establishes The Professional Management Council, a joint committee
to allow for full discussion of contract interpretation and any other matters of
common interest.
B. The committee shall be composed of the Superintendent and designee(s) plus the
Association President and designee(s). Either party may ~nitiate discussion of items
of mutual interest. This may occur before or during the processing of a grievance.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereunto set their hands and seals this)~ day
of .~f , 2000.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCf[OOLS OF THE
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE
CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, ]\ffiW YORK
By arrk~
~~
CANANDAIGUA TEACHERS' ASS<@AnON
By
~/~
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2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
Group A $600 I$625 $650
Group B $825 $860 $900
Group C $1,150 $1,200 $1,245
Group D $1,800 $1,875 $1,955
Group E $2,460 $2,560 $2,660
Appendix A: Co-curricular Salary Schedule
Group A includes:
Advertising Advisor - Cannon
Band Technical Assistant
Calss Advisor - Grade 9
Class Advisor - Grade 10
Foreign Exchange Club
Drama - Club Advisor
Drama - Technical Advisor
Color Guard - Middle School
Hobbies for Life
Future Business Leaders
Group B includes:
AV Coordinator - Primary
Class Advisor - Grade 11
Drama - Vocal Director - Spring
The Sound @ CA
Jazz Ensmeble @ CA
Parade Band - Middle School
Outdoor Ed. Coordinator - Grade 6
Middle School Jazz Band
contract2000.doc
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Future Home Makers
~v1ath League Advisor. .
National Honor Society
Pastiche
Science Olympiad
Student Government - Grade 6
Student Government - Grade 7 & 8
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Group C includes:
Academian - Business Manager
AV Coordinator - Academy
AV Coordinator - Middle School
AV Coordinator - Elementary
Class Advisor - Grade] 2
Color Guard - Academy- Winter
Color Guard - Fa]]
Color Guard - spring
Coordinator of Student Activities
CSE - Teacher
Drama - Business manager
Group D includes:
CANNON Advisor
Parade/Band - Academy
Gifted and Talented - Academy
Webmaster
Athletic Activity Coordinator
Group E includes:
ACADEMIAN Advisor
Academy Band Coordinator
Drama - Musical Director
Computer Coordinator - Middle
Drama -- Director of Fa]] Program'
Drama -- Middle School
Drama -- Musical Ass't Director
Drama -- Technical Director - Spring
Gifted and Talented - Middle School
lntramurals - Middle School
Select Singers'
Student Government - Academy
Yearbook - Middle School
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Appendix B: Coaching Salary SchedJ'lle
GrOll A
Ste ]
00-01 1623
01-02 ]688
02-03 ] 756
GrOll B
Ste ]
00-0] ]947
01-02 2025
02-03 2106
GrOll C
Ste ]
00-01 2272
0] -02 2363
02-03 2458
GrOll D
Ste 1
00-0] 279]
0] -02 2902
02-03 30] 8
GrOll E
Ste ]
00-0] 3148
01-02 3274
02-03 3405
GrOll F
Ste 1
00-01 4024
01-02 4185
02-03 4352
I
Longevity will be calculated as followei:
a. At the beginning of the 10thy;ear of service, a coach will -receive an additional
1% through the 19th year. :
b. At the beginning of the 20th year of service, an additional 1% over and above
the perc~nt stipulated in parai~raph a will be added.
I
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Group r\ includes: Group D includes:
Assistant Middle School Basketba]]
Middle School Softba]] or Baseball
Assistant Tennis
Middle School Soccer
Di vi ng
Middle School Vo]]eyba]]
Middle School Lacrosse'
Middle School Football
Modified Swimming
Golf
Bowling
Middle School X Country
Assistant X C~untry
Middle School Track
Assistant Softba]]
Frosh Baseba]]
Assistant Football
Assistant Wrestling
Assistant Basketbal1
Winter Cheerleading
Group E includes:
Softba]] or Basebal1
Soccer
Swimming
Lacrosse.
Ice Hockey
Track
VolleybaJ1
Group B includes:
Assistant Swimming
Middle School Basketba]]
Middle School Wrestling
Cross Country
Assistant Lacrosse
Assistant Ice Hockey
Group F includes:
Basketball
Football
Wrestling
Group C includes:
Assistant Softball or Baseball
Assistant Soccer
Assistant Lacrosse
Assistant Vo]]eyball
Fall Cheer1eading
Assistant Track
Skiing
Gymnastics
Tennis
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